YOUR DATA IS OUR BUSINESS
Moving, Managing and Protecting Your Data

SOLVING COMPLEX CHALLENGES THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

This is what we do every day for our customers. Our expert engineers architect and build innovative, sustainable solutions. As both an integrator and systems provider we are your security and data management mentors, converging professional engineering services with the leading hardware, software and support to build custom solutions, including:

**Enterprise Architectures**
Reduce management and power costs while improving backup efficiency and system up-time. Get the most from your infrastructure by building desktop, system and storage-level virtualization solutions.

**Enterprise Management**
Dynamic Systems’ Enterprise Management (DSEM) system can provide your distributed IT enterprise with the tools to cost effectively deploy and manage a scalable, heterogeneous asset management/service desk solution that can dramatically help reduce operational cost and complexity.

**Cloud Services**
We can take you step by step into the cloud to realize the exponential benefits securely and at the right pace.

**Identity Management**
Securely manage, authenticate and authorize user access to enterprise systems and data with our identity management solutions, utilizing best-in-class enterprise directory and identity management software, architected and implemented by our experienced professional services team.

**Security/Asset Management**
Proactively manage and protect your IT enterprise with our Service Desk, Asset Management, Data Center Infrastructure Management and Computer Network Defense Solutions, featuring industry leading applications combined with Dynamic Systems’ proven implementation and integration services.

**Storage Management**
Implement easy-to-use web-based management interface and the industry’s best storage analysis and optimization environment. Increase utilization while reducing complexity with industry-unique hybrid columnar compression for database software.

**Data Management**
From Big Data to simple data analytics, take control of your growing database with reliable storage, unimpeded backup and continuous access. While optimizing performance, realize high availability, plan for disaster recovery and develop custom applications. Leverage the power of the world’s most sophisticated and secure database, then utilize Business Intelligence to support improved business decision making.

**Engineered Systems**
Benefit from faster time to production by implementing pre-engineered and preassembled hardware and software bundles. Reduce cost and complexity of IT infrastructures while increasing productivity with engineered systems that are pre-integrated and optimized to achieve enterprise performance levels that are unmatched in the industry. Single-vendor stack simplifies and reduces the costs associated with purchasing, deploying, and supporting IT environments.

**KEY BENEFITS**
- Simplify Complex Environments
- Increase Data Center Efficiencies
- Reduce IT Costs
- Optimize Existing Systems and Software
- Streamline Support
- Service Management
- Single Point of Accountability
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WE DESIGN SOLUTIONS with a big picture view, filling a void for enterprises in the area of hardware and software architecture along with IT service expertise and staff augmentation. While designing solutions to best meet customer needs, we always take into account longterm business objectives and budgetary requirements. As a Woman Owned Small Business with cleared resources and many contract vehicle options, we make it very easy for government, state & local and education customers to work with us.

TURN TO DYNAMIC SYSTEMS FOR AN ARRAY OF SERVICES:

Professional Services
Focus on your core business and let us help you optimize and secure your IT infrastructure by providing professional consulting and integration services.

Support Services
Dynamic Systems maintains hundreds of OEM products for one-stop Single Source Support. View, manage and budget for your assets under support via our cloud service – the Contract Management Center (CMC).

Data Center Laboratory
We run real architectures in our laboratory - software and hardware for demonstrations and proof of value providing data masking and remote access, while guarding against Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) and security threats.

Systems Integration & Assembly
We provide assembly, hardware and software integration, custom configuration, staging, burn-in, testing, serialization, bar coding, asset tagging, installation and support on products and software.

Tech Talks
Dynamic Systems’ highly certified technical staff provides onsite support and training for successful knowledge transfer.

Investment Protection
Leverage the equity in your current IT infrastructure through superior trade-up programs. We give flexibility that you need to solve the problems associated with aging technology, demanding business pressures and tight IT budgets.

Service Plans & Warranties
Make sure your technology is optimized. We help manage service plans, support renewals and warranties for mission critical systems to parts replacement, so you can focus on your core business.
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STRONG PARTNERSHIPS ADD FLEXIBILITY

APC
Arista Networks
Brocade
Cellebrite
Check Point
Cisco
Citrix
CommVault
Dataram
Dell/EMC
Extreme Networks
FireEye
Forcepoint
Fujitsu
HPE
Hitachi Data Systems
Hortonworks
IBM
Juniper
Lenovo

PURCHASING VEHICLES

CMAS for Cloud (3-17-00-0508A)
CMAS for Professional Services(3-20-70-1033H)
City & County of San Francisco (99400)
County of Santa Clara (5500002163)
ePro Oracle (5500002163-EXT)
GSA Schedule 70 (47QTA19D00LX)
ITES-3H (WS2P1J-16-D-0009)
LADWP
NASA / JPL (1537114)
NASA / SEWP V (Group A - NNG15SC09B)
NASA / SEWP V (Group C - NNG15SC69B)
NETCENTS 2 (Agent)
NIH CIO-CS (HHSN316201500045W)
NNSA / Department of Energy (H100518)
State of CA Enterprise Technology (1-19-70-19J-2)
State of CA Enterprise Technology (1-19-70-19Q)
State of MA Enterprise Technology (1-19-70-19-2)
State of MA MSA (5137002-114)
State of CA SLP (SLP-17-70-0120D)
State of New York IT Umbrella (PM20940)